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INTHODUCTION
This paper is concerned with the professional
preparation of teachers and seeks to set forth and
evaluate the ideas which teache1•s in the field think
would improve the chances of success for the teachers
now in training.

Obviously, the person now engaged in

teaching is in the proper position to realize the advantages and disadvantages of the preparation which he
has hnd.

It is apparent also, that our present system

of educating teachers is out of step with -rJresent day
needs in some respects.
During the vear

19'7

and again in

1938,

the Calif-

ornia State Department of Education sent to teachers
and admini stra.tors then active in approximately two hundred California Schools, a group of six questions relative to teacher training.

Dr. Evelyn Clement of the

Department of Credentials was responsible for the inquiries which were addressed to persons in the elementtn"y,
junior Bnd senior high, and junior college fields.

About

one hundred replies were received.
A sme.ll number of responses were received from the
elementary group and therefore the conclusions which
will be set forth in this article are predicated very
largely upon the answers received from the other·s.
Nevertheless, a high percentage of the

s~ggestions

criticisms which the survey produced may be applied
directly to the elementary schools.

and

2

'rhe quest1.onnair•e was not sent in the form of a
check list

:~nd

answers in essay form sho'·.ved •:tid0 'lari-

ntion, each stressing the vievtpoint of its author and
in many cas8s completely omitting paints regarded es of
11tmost importance by others.
repl:tes, it was found that

In tabulating such diverse

n~y

suggestion had t;o be. al-

most a widespread belief of many educators answering to
appenr ten or :nore times in the table of

r-:tns'.'lel~s.

}!;valuation of snswers was made somewhat difficult
by the fact that ln

~..Jome

cases a gi V<:m Dnswer was not

that of an incU vidual but of a comrni ttee of teachers.
Of course, such a

1~· ~

s pon,;e is really 0nti tled to r;lox•e

consideration, but to know just how much mol'S is SOiile ...
thing belonging to speculative rather than mathefuatical
thinking.
Many replies did not bear directly unon the question.

Where replies do not seem to bear directly on the

- questlon consldered, these will be placed at the end of
each gr•oup under the heading of

11

The responses from the comrni ttees

Misce11aneons Heplies".
especiall~r,

the thinking was clear, concise and well

::~howed

that

organi;~Ad.

In many cases sev<':ral answers wer•e grouped under
one heDding in .the compi1a.tton.

Pf:lrhaps there is a need

f'or further grouping under basic fields, O'tt in so1.1e
cases we do not have the word or words to
field.

Thi~

for teachers.

na~e

the basic

is true especially,concerning basic traits

Many of the educa. tors responding felt tha. t sotne
of the questions, oarticularly the last two, were too
difficult and should be left for the experts in the
particular fields involved.
In this paper the question will be stated fir8t,
followed by a short introduction to the replies.

All

points in answer to the question will then be given and
the number of times each point was mentioned in the
dif'fevent papers.

'!'his will be followed by a discussion

of geneval trends of the replies and also some points
that are pertinent but mentioned only a few times in the
responses.
The latter part of e11ch conclusion will be a dis•
cussion of further points to be considered in relation
to the question.

These points will be mentioned under

"Additional Concll.isions" and are the res'!.tlt of pc-n•sonal
experiences.
General conclu.sions will be drawn at the end of
the paper.
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CHAPTFR I
;:;ocrE:TY

A. 11 Vvhe.t should the teacher know about society, its

modern trends and its educational functions?"
Some have interpreted this question n.s i·Vhat :::;ubjects ·t;o study to Know about :Jociety.
experiences a tPacher

s~ould

Others gave what

hnve to know about society.

Since both of these assist, a.t least as a backaround,

~n

answering the que:3tion, "·what should a teacher know about
society", they will be included.
'rhe answers and the number of points accredited
to each are As follows:
1. Actual contact with society such as a

po~3i

tion

in the industrial, conunercial or agricultural

31

areas of society
2. Understanding of modern social trends and
thei~
3~

28

educational implications

Study of sociology (origin and development

of family,

~nd

25

so forth)

Ll-• Understanding the composition of dociety
and the nature e.nd ca,J.se of social changes such
as those bl'ought about by science and invention

2L~

5.

'rhorou:;h cour•se in economics

22

6.

Study of political sciences

20

7.

Study of the composition and Viork of the .

rna .i or social institutions (horne,

state, and so forth)

church, school,

15

5

·a.

Study of Ancient, Mediaeval & Modern History

13

9. General knowledge of the development of our
American Civilization

12

10. Study of current literature

11

11. study of Philosophy

10

12. Understanding of the rights of an individual
and his corresponding responsibilities in a dem-

10

ocratic society

1;, Study of History of World Civilization

5

14.

5

Religious background

15, Functions, duties and responsibilities of the

How children live (types of homes)

h
4

Social Service work better than books

3

Study of Natural Sciences

2

Ability of society to support the schools

2

horne; and human, family and marriage relations

16.
17.
18.
19.

20. Study of libraries and museums

21. Knowledge of the
opinio~s

me~ms

H~alth,

----

through which public
2

are formed

22. Study of

2

Guidance and Recreational

centers

2

23. causes of Pove:r-ty

1

24.

1

Study of Biology

25. Study of Labor and Labor Problems

1

Miscellaneous Replies:
l. Study Hoover Commission Report

2

2. Know purpose and values of P.T.A.

4

6

3· Do not use the past to prove the Dresent and
future

4.

3

Study of English literature

3

5. Fit the student to live in the present and to
understand the f'uture

6. Uses

6f

2

Visual Education to bring about customs

and trends of society

1

7• The teacher needs to be a social realist, not
too co'nserva. ti ve for 'N:ha. t is in the past, Hnd not
so rt.3dical as to rob societ.'f of it's much needed
stability.

1

r
i

CONCLU.SION~

The· general trend here is that the prospective
teacher needs to know about society as it exists.
Actual contacts with society will mnke the book knowledge more meaningful.

'rhe prospective tea.cher should

have some experiences in holding a position in the industrial and commercial field concurr-ently with the
training for her profedsion.
The teacher sho nld have an 1mderstanding of mor1ern
~oct~l

trends and the place of education in relation to

those trends.
An understanding of the composition of society;
the nature and causes of social changes aJ:•e, of conrse,
basic for an understanding of society as it exists.
That the student-teacher should study economics,

7
politic~l

science, history and sociology is reconunended

in a lnrge number of' replies.

These fields are a part

of the main "backbone" of society and give a background
for a practical understanding of society as it exists
at p1•esent.
A knowledge of the compoDi tion and ':tork of our major

social institutions is, no doubt, of much lmporte.nce in
the understanc'l.ing of society.

The tee.cher should be con-

versA-nt with the institutions that are
world.

A.

pa!•t of the child's

She should know as much as possible about the in-

stitutions that affect the child's character.

dne should

set up such an orgH:nizat:lon of education as ':Jill

a~Jsist

in the work of those social institutions that ar•e helpful
to the child's character and growth.
A considerable n1milier of teacher responses indicated
that there should be some sttldY of the developme>J.t of
American civilization and also world civilization.
believe that too much thne is devoted in the

Some

te~tcher

training institutions to this field.
According to the replies, there seems to be a strong
trend toward the study of cu.r•rent li terat11re rather than
other literature for an understanding of society.

i;>everal

believe that we do not need so much study abo'J.t the past
to interpret the present society.

Yet, it does seem

necessary to study enough of the past society a.nd its
transitions in order to properly S'J.rvey it present.needs.
Both the study of philosophy, and al8o the under-

8
standing or the rights or an individual and his responsibilities in a democratic society are placed in the
upper group of' responses to thts question.
The study of labor and labor problems, 1-md also
the causes of ooverty received but one vote each.

These

should have a much higher rating though me.ny may have
placed them under the study or sociology which covers
the field.
The sa.we comment, ss the above, may be R.oplied
to the few points credited to the f1mctions, duties and
responsibilities of the home; and human, family and
marriage relations.

This should be studied by every

student for general basic background for the comprehension of' society and the understanding of individual
children.
'rhe point mentioned, that the teacher needs to
be H social realist, not too conservative for whnt lies
in

th~

pnst

~nd

not too radical to rob society of its

rrmch needed stability, is a

~:;nod

idea for the teacher

to bear in mind.
Addi tion~tl Cmmnents:
The school has never caught up with the momenttm1
of industry, buHiness, cornmuni ty life or poll tics.
does not seem to anticipate social needs.

It

Tho public

school seems to be satisfied with maintaining its position as a conserving agr=mcy in relation to the needs· of
societ-y·.

9
Since the fl:tll est c:1evelopment of the individual
is obtain9.ble only throtl,i;h parti ci pa tion in de3irable
sociFll, cult·,:tral .r1nd physical activities, e.n
. progr•am of s•1.ch experiences should be
teRcher training institution.

fo~md

extensive
in 12ve.r:r

10
B. "What books or types of books sho,:tlcl be 1~8ed to
;\~1 ve

background of soci8l conditions or social change?"
On1y abottt one eighth of the replies gave a list

of books.

l'~any

stated that book lists for t 11e study of

society sho'J.ld be secut'ed from exports.
Lists of

magazi~es

And fields of study will be given

in addition to book llsts.
3ix of the replies stated that the teachers should
hnve a ';;ide reacting bt::ckgrot.md.
If a book, mag8zine or field of reading 'Vere mentioned more than once in the replies, it will be found

in the f'irst lir:3t belo.w •. Others, though considered very
gooc1 ,

Vi ill

ilil
t•:1.0ne d 11 •
· ..er ..Boo 1cs .men
b e 1 J... s t e d un d er "Otb

1. dcience, current magazines, current events,
fiction.

Current social nncl educational

14

problems
2. History of America's education.

Present

d.A~V

6

problems Hnd f'utur>e development

3·

n~d

The Bible

L~. Itiddletown

I

Lynd

L!.

5.

Middletown in 'rransi tion

6.

~tudy

7.

Listen to talks over radio and qther pro-

-

Lynd

of anthropology

~-

4

grams so t;1at teact1er will be well fam-LliRr
with society

3

8. ;;;ocial

3

Studies

11

9. Technics of Civilization Mltrnford
10. Man t s Rough Hoad

11. Babbitt

Keller

Lewis

j

12. Recent Social Trends

President's rlesearch
Committee
.::.\teffens

13. My Autobiographf

lll-• The State in 'rheor,v and Practice

15. Social

~oundatlons

of Education

3
2

Laski

2

Counts

2

16. America's dixty E'a::ilies

2

17. Epic of America

2

Adams

18. Books on the J.i,amily

19. Main Street

Mangold

2

Lewis

20. Man, the Unlmown

2

Carrel

2

21. Realistic, not rornnntic novels

2

22. Present day study first, then go bnck to

the past

2

23. 'l'he Crisis

Churchill

2

Addams

2)+• Twenty Years at Hull Honse

25. VJork,

~·•eal th,

and Happiness of 11lankind

26. 'fhe Meaning of a Liberal 'ffiduca tion

')7 • Liberty

c:..

J,Iartin

The Tragedy of Waste

31. Economy of Ab1mdance

2

2
2

::Strac:hey

Chase
Beard and
Beard

Chase

dchool and Society in Chicago

33· The hlind in the =·.'laking
31].. Understanding Human Nature

2
2

30. The Rise of American Civilization

32.

-"ells

liiartin

28. The Coming Struggle for Power

29.

2

2
2

Counts

Robtnson
Adler

2
2

2

12

35. Periodical li tA ratn.re that gives a cross
section of soclul and political conditions is .bettor tf1an books becan:'Ole
books rsi ve a per.sonul philosophy.
Note:

2

The teacher needs to read mnny

books so

as

to

oB a ole

to evaluate

the different peraonal philosophies
of authors.

1. Things and the Ideal

Otto

2. tv:oral Man and Immoral Society

...

Niebuhr

;. An Experiment in.Autiobiography- Wells

4.

Problems of docial Well Boing

5·

Decline of Capitalism

Bossard

Corey

6. Econorni c Pr·lnci ples of Consumption

7. Social Mobility

dorokin

8. American Business Leaders

9.

Pilgrim's Progress

10. Prairie Mother

Nystrom

Taussig and .roslyn

Bunyan
Aldrich
Dewey

11. Democracy and Education

r.rugwell

12. Our Ecomornic Society and its Problems

13. Social Ideals of Amei•ican Educators
11+• Economic Planning

15.
17.

Cole

Social Aims in a Ch0nging World

16. i'1ia.reh of Democracy

BP.ach

Adams

Renaissance and Reformation

18. The Greek Way of Life

Curti

Hn.lme

Dickenson

13
19. Human

Na tu.re ~md

the Social Order

20. Social Heformers

Cooley

~~:agner

21. Education and the Good Life

Bertrand and Russell

22. Educational Administration as a Social Policy
~duca ti on as G1:~.i dance

Brevmr

Children of the New Day

25. do Red the Hose

-Newlon

Glover and Dewey

Young

26. Lantern in Her Hand

27. Janice Maridth

Aldrich
Ford

23. Adobe Da.'rs

29. Gone with the Wind

l'Htchel1

30. Goodbye, Mr. Chips

Hilton

31. Lincoln
32. Spring

~torm

33· Bduca tlon for

34.•

Johnson

~

Ch·O:.nging Ci vil:tzat1on

a

Kilpatrick

Introduction to Problems of American C11l ture

•Hugg

Groves

36.
37.

Chase

A New Deal

30. Men

f~nd

39· The

rryrann~r

iviachines
of

~Nords

J.~o. 'l'hi 8 Believing World

41.

ChAse

Government in Business

Essay on Aesthetics

GJ1ase
Chase
Browne
Schiller

l.t2. Di r•ecting Learning in the High School

43.

'reaching in the Secondary Schools

-

].lonroe

Bossing

MI:;CELLANEO US :wiJ.•:LDS:

1. Study of the classics

2. All social and economic problems

3. Books on how children develop

4.

~flodern essays

5· American aspects of group life
6. Depressed groups and soc:ta.l struggle

7. Government and citizenship
8. Pamphlets published

by

authorities on new studies

the. t a:r•e made

9. Books on the changing functions of the Amerlcan family
10. the evolution of vocations

11. Evolution of social classes

12. Proposed social m6vements, such as social medicine,etc.

13. Books on plans for attaining peace
14. 'l'he Rugg ::>eries of books
15. Books such as "'I'he Citadel" which urge one to have
the courage to do Wh.B.t he feels is right

16. Emotional as well as iYltellectual reading
17. F'ot"l.nal texts on sociology, and alt>o literary works,
especially the novel, poetry and drama.
18. Any magazines deRling with society and social problems

CONCLUSIONS

The books listed include a wide field of reading
and the list is broad enough without making further
contributions here.

15
'£he Mid-Monthly Survey and the Survey Graphic are two
very good magazines for rending in the social field.
Also Time, J:t'ortune, Headers Digest,

~.,orurn

and othe1•s

will be found to be valuable reading for social background and modern trends of' society.
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"'Nhat sho·1ld every teacher know abo11t the schoolits purooses, its development, its changes, its curriculum r'nd its present organization?"
i3everal replies interpreted the q11.estion r.s bei:ng
concerned with the particular school in l,vhich the teacher
is to work.

'l.'he ouestion concerns the school as an in-

stitution nnd not.any particular school.

It is pre-

s,lmed that what the then cher knows about schools in gener•al can bH Hp:Jlled as bRsic background toward orientation
to the particular school where the ·teacher is to bee;in.

The replies are as follows:
1. 'l'he tea.cher sho,.Jld know about the history of
changing philosophies of school - such as the
transmission of knowledge, mental discipline,
preparation for life, and development of personality

25

2. Tha.t the curricula of' the school depends
upon the needs of society

3.

the teabher should know the general aims

and pu:r•poses of the school

4.

21

Present day point of view and philosophy

o.f the school

19

5.

Upon what grounds schools a1·e justified

18

6.

Know about school.law e.nd finance

18

17

7. Know the history or education, especially
of the United States (some courses are vital
While others are dull)

17

8. Thorough understanding or the organization
and management of' the school

9. 'lb.a t each unit or its staff should be .fully
cognizant and cooperative with

th~

work of each

and every other unit
10. Know about the problems of the school in

meeting the complex and changing society

i3

11. That the curricula should be elastic enough

to absorb the changes affecting our teaching
methods, and changing ideas as to what and how
students should be taught

12

12. Place of the school among other institutions as well as educational forces

12

13. Know the basic principles of curriculum making

11

14.

Learn how to study the nature of the comrnunl ty

that the school serves

11

15. The development of the school through the
agrarian, industrial, machine and powe1.. age
periods

8

16. Administrative problems of the school

6

17. Does the curricula fit the school and comm.uni ty

4

18. History of past usages in curricula building

19. Know that she should visit schools that are
trying out techniques of instruction to assist her

18
in building a curriculum

3

20. Become conversant with extra curricula .activites

2

21. Know about the theory and practice of gtddance

used generally in schools

2

.

22.Teacher sho1.::.ld know that, like society, schoolS
should not change rapidly.

There should be a

proper balance between past, present and future
conditions

2

23. "."Jhat constitutes the ·best physical conditions
under which pupils can do the best work

1

24. Nationa.l s.nd international youth movements
e.nd what the school can do to

a~.:~sist

1

25. That schools should prepare for life now
as well as life in the future

1

26. Know the reasons why there should be changes
in the curriculum and methods

1

MISCELLANEOUS REPLIH!S:

1. Learn as much a.s possible about the school

2. Q,uestion answers itself

7
6

3. Know that the goal of education is life
and not books.

Very little e.bout life is now

taught in teacher training schools

4.

Know subjects well

6

lt-

5. Know rights and responsibilities of the
teacher

3

6. Know the smallest thing that might add or
detract from the school

7.

Professional ethics

2

2

19
8. Be acquainted with the "Hoosier School Master"

1

9. Educational Conferences

1

10.

~eminar

in various current views of

ed~cation.

The teocher knows the views of onl.v that pa1•ticular school of e<l.J.cation.

1

'

=~----'---~~~~

COHCLU~3

TONS

The first_two replies listed as receiving the
most points are related to the extent that the changing
curricula must meet the
school.

chan~ing

philosophies of the

Also numbers three and f'o1..1.r relating to the

aims and purposes of the school, and th& present day
point of view and philosophy of the school could be
considered as one basic field.
That the teacher should have a very thorough
understanding of the gro1:1.nds upon which schools are
. justified was considered a very lmportartt factor in
the mlnds of many of those sending in the reolies.
The replies show a tendency

town~d

a general know-

ledge of the history of education but tic agreement as
to just what type or phases of the field need to be
stre~sed.

~everal

of the replies stated that there is

too much history of education being taught in the
teacher training institutions at the nresent time.
Others thought that the textbooks used do not
hold the interest of the st11dents, and also very little
of what is studied is of value to the teacher in the

20

field of teaching.

A few stated that the techniques

of' covering the course are in need of imorovement
but no su. ggest:lons were given.
;:;>chool law and finance, and an understanding of
the organization and management of the school are rightfully placed very high in the responses.
There seems to be a strong trend that the tencher
should know that the work that she does r:mst coordinate
with the work of others on the staff;

that she must be

cognizant of what other fields in the institution are
attempting to accomplish, and correlate her work with
those fields.
'fhat the school has a problem in r:teeting the comple.x and changing society, and that the curriculum must
be elastic enough to absorb these changes, - are points
\vell tatam.
That the ten cher sho,Jld learn how to study the
nature of the community that the school serves was auggested in eleven of the replies.

This is oftAn a very

important factor in the success or failure of the teacher
and should receive con8iderable stress in teacher train-

I
'

ing institutions.
What constitutes the best physical conditions
under which the puuil can do the best work was noted
in but one paper.

This is a very important field in

which the tAHcher should be well trained because it is
basic for the pupil' s---lea.rning •

~l

Additional Conclusions Drawn From Personal

:Bxpr.~ri ence

The teacher should know that school·changes need
to be evolutionary and not revolutionary;
sho,~d

the

be a

p~>st,

~roper

that there

balance between the aapreciation of

present and f'uture conditions.

Of course,

the extent and rap:ldity of the changes depend a great
deHl on the teacherts knowledge of the comoosition of
the corrnmml t.v.

Many f'a ilures of tea chet•s have been

traced to the lack of understanding of this irtmortant
principle or

polic~.

'rhe teacher should have a. thorough understanding
of

t~he

t~ene,·al

oractices in school.

Some of the r:wre

important practices with which the tBacher sho1.ld have
a more thorough understanding are eeneral routine, administration and profe . ~sional attitude toward the othel1
teachers, the school

f:tnd

the conununity as a whole.

1'his

f'ield should be covered by practical methods in teache:rtraining in order that it ma;r be functional in the work
of the teacher in her profession. Valuable material for
thi8 field could be secured from graduate teachers in
the practical field of teaching.
'Ihe pupil's interests shon.ld be con:3idered in determining the policies of bhe school, but pupils of adolescent years cannot compilietely dominate the school policies.

rrhe school should attempt to adJust itaelf to the

individual but not to the extent that the. pupil occupies
the position of dictatorship.

·---·-···--···~-- .,... .•• ~.

·•-•···-•...--·•--· .---~·::·c···-

··=·-·=-~-~-'"""""--,..,;,·
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The 111odern school has many extra-curricula
ties.

A teacher who has had experience

~ith

activ-

several of

these activities has more 09portunity to be of service
to the scl1ool.

In this way the teacher makes more end

clo.ser contacts with the. P'lP:tl s and through these rela..o
tion:Jhi ps, is better able to guide them.
The teacher s ho dd know of ·the un st as well as·
present rrw.jor movements :i.n education nnd have

G.n

under-

standing of the advantages and di sadvantag-"':s. of each.

CHAPTER III
THE TEACHER

A.

"What basic innate personal qualities should a

teacher possess?"
It is of little concern whether traits of teachers
are innate or have been acquired.
In considering traits to correlate with good teaching, it depends much on the level on which the teacher
is to do her teaching.

Much depends on sympathetic under-

standing in the lower levels while·subject matter back...
ground plays a much more important part in the higher
levels.

Each level demands a certain type of personality.

Yet, some teachers have that adaptability of personality
for any level of teaching.
While a few of the traits have been grouped here,
most of' them have been kept in the form as recorded from
the replies.

Considerable grouping could be done if W'e

had names of .fields'under Which to group.
The traits

~ecorded

are as follows:

1. Strong, pleasing, well rounded personality

2. Above average in intelligence

33
.29

3. Interested in vvelfare and advancement of
young people

4.

Loyal, cooperative and good professional

attitude

5.

28

Sense o.f humor

28

27

I
l_

'

/

b.

Dignity, respect, poise, self control and

balance

7• Good physical and mental health

27
26

8. Critically constructive, openminded, tolerant,
and democratic

9· Sympathetic understanding and kindliness
10. Patience and perseverance

26

24
22
21

12. Honesty

21

13. Enthusiasm, energy and ambition

20

1~..

20

Optimism

15. Morality and character
16. Common sense and good judgment
17. 'l'act

18

17
17

18. Initiative, ingenuity, imagination, and
resource.fulness

17

19. Neatness, cleanliness, grooming anct general
appearance

16

20. Social mindedness

16

21. Cultured and refined

16

22. Understanding of human nature

13

23. Ability to guide and lead young people

12

24. Good voice - tone, speed etc.

11

25. Adjustability and adaptability

11

26. Sincerity

8

27. Industrious

8

28. Responsible and dependable

7

'------
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29.
30.
31.
32.

Joy in service and zeal for teaching

6

Confident

5

Firmness

5

Impart information naturally and interest

others

4

33· Curious about work

3

34.

3

Ability to dramatize, or sketch illustrations

35· Practical minded
36. Unselfish

2

37• Courageous

2

;8.

2

>:>alesmanship

3

39. Ability to speak and write

2

4o.

Has ultimate plan in life

2

41.
42.
43.

Executive ability

2

Self critical

1

Sportsmanlike

1

MISCELLANEOU3:
1. Some religious affiliation

1

2. The crying need of mankind is beauty, kindness
and something fine for which to strive

1

3. A type of teacher is needed whom a parent
would like to have her son or daughter imitate

1
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CONCLUSIONS
Students in teacher training institutions will
recognize many of t 11ese high ranking traits, as suggested

'

by tP.achers and administrators in the field, as being

possessed by excellent teachers with whom they have come
in contact.
A pleasing, well-rounded personali t.v seems to be
one of the most desirable requirements of a teacher.

Yet,

personalities seem to change as we become the better acquainted with an individual.

Perhaps the reason is because

the individual has the ability to display the best points
of her personality.
One answer stated, "It is true that a good teacher,
undoubtedly, must be considerably above the
mental capacity.

av~)rage

in

In other words, ::mst havP. something that

may be developed."
Naturally, we expect the teacher to be interested
in the welfare of children and have the proper professional
attitude.

Otherwise, her success as a teacher will be

very limited.
sense of humor received a very high ranking.

i.V1any

teachers do not realize the importance of this trriit in
the minds of' the pupils.

or

course, physical and mental health are basic

:f'ounda.ti ons for the te:1 cher to do her work well.

:-

It may

be a. good policy to "check up''· on these two factors every

27
two

Ol'

t~tree

.-rears ·,v \ile the teacher is in the f:i.eld.

Poise, tolel'Hnce, s;rmpt3.thetic understanding,
natlence, fairness,

enthusi::J.sm ;-1nd or.>t:tuism

hon(.~dt:r,

rl3~tfully

olaced very

~igh

tr-•ach0rs.

It seems that the lmpo:r>tance of rnoral:t ty, good

in the responHes from the

,judgment and tact sho1..1.ld have placed them at ].east r-u:·:onB
the first ten desirable traits.
'rhe impor•tance of' a ,;oocl voice and the proper handling of the same 18 a very valuable asset in tho teaching
field.
In e.ddi tion to thA Hbove, these conclnsions and
'i

su1•veys also :H'letrJ q 1.lte :lr:tpoPtant:
tf-3B•.!~8r

'l'he succe:3sful

is not

I

genera.J.l.~r

m.el'.sur·ed by

just one trait ou.t rather as i:o how the traits are combined,
I

'--

hr:rlnonized nnd integratnd.

If however, one trait such as a

lack of poise or a high pitched voice is poor to the extreme,
that one defect may overcome all the excellent traits posHessed by the teacher.

Sometilnes virtu8s r1hen carried to the

- ---!

extre:r.e, become offensive an,d

l1

epelJ.ent. to people who a:r>e

in daily· contact with the individual.
A group of teacher college admini atr•e tors meeting

periodically at the University of' Chicago, in cons;.:;.ltation
with Dr.IJeL. Thurstone and Dr. liiax D. Englebar, hove zecured the follov:ring list of traits wiJ.ich correlate with
1

success in teaching.

The traits nnd percentage of cor-

relation are as follows:

1

w.s.

G:r>ay, Academic and Professional Prenaration of
secondarl School reachins, 213-214
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1. Good judgment

-93

2. Clear in explanation

.88

3· Respects others' opinions

.86

4.

7. Appreciative

.83
.8,
.82
.80

8. Interested in pupils

.so

9· Broad-minded

.80

10. Knows subject

·79
-79
.79
.?8
.78

;;)in cere

5. Impartial
6. li'air

11. Common sense
12. Prompt
1). Intelligent

14. Bport smanl ilre
16. Good-natured

.78
r77

17. Good enunciation

·77

18. Considerate

·77

19. Systematic
20. Good organizer

.76

15. Interested in pupil activities

21. Sense of humor

22. Ambitious

•

i

.74
-73
.72

21-).. Cheerful

.72
.72

25. Industrious
26. Kind

.72
.68

27.

.6?

23. Friendly

Widely informed

=~~-·-·--·

,.

----
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28. IntArested in teaching

.67

29. Cultured

.67

30. Loyal to school
31. Sociable

.65

32. Has poise

.64

33· Polite

.63

3L~.

.62

Many interests

.62

35· Courteous

36. Has self-control

37. Adaptable
38. Good voice
39· Good pronunciation

-59
-57

·57

40.
41.
42.
43.

careful in appearance

.• 46

Believes in education

.46

41+•

Refined

.1+0

45.
46.

Good grammar

·37
.32

Purposeful

·53

Healthy

.48

strict

Apparently, there are con:o3iderable dupli.cations of
traits in this list.

It becomes a fine point to isolate

some of these without including a part of some other
trait in the list.

A further analysis may be made by

the group to combine these traits and qualities into a
few, broad key traits.

For example, tolerance, im.partial-

ity,consideration, broad-mindedness and good common sense
are more or less correlated and niay be grouped into some

I

L_,
I
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basic trait field yet unnamed.
Hart

1

has listed the study of opinions o£ 3725

high school seniors as to the type of teachers they
liked best.

The list is as follows:

1. Is helpful with school work, explains lessons
and

ll-'3~ ignments

clearly and thoroughly, and uses

exar1ples in teaching

1950

2. Cheerful, happy, good natured, jolly, has
sense or humor, and can take a joke

11t29

3. Human, friendl:r, companionable, "one of us"

102lt.

l.J,.. Interested in and understands pupils

5.

937

Makes work interesting, creates desire to

work, makes class vvork a pleasure

805

6. Strict, has control of the class, commands
respect

753

7. Impartial, shows no favoritism, has no "pets"

695

8. Not cross, grouchy, nagging or sarcastic

9.

"We learned the su.bject"

10. A pleasing personality
A group of' graduates ·working under W. ~. Gray

2 found

that the teachers should have the following desirable
1

F.W. Hart,

Beniors.
2

w.s.

Gray,

~eco!_!~l!_I'Y

Teach~_l1_d

Teaching. bY-__:JJ)-'-000

~igh

School

Table I, 131
Academic_an~rofe~~~~nal Pre~~~ation

Scp.ool Tea_c.._hers, 210-212

of
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personal qualities:
pesirabl~

Social Qualities :

1. Consideration for others
2. Ability to enlist good will
~.

Heliable and honest in dealings

4.

Good citizensl:lip; sense of responsibility toward

social

i~stitutions

5. High moral standards
Diver~if~Interes~

1. Fine arts, literature, travel and cultural influences
in life
2. Wide contacts with people
~.

Understanding of present day problems

4.

Appreciation of nature

5·

Intere~t

in recreations

Desirable

Temperame~~al t~~i~s:

1. Firmness
2. Self control

3. Happy disposition

4.

hesponsiveness
Pleasing

~~r~n~l ApEea~~c~nd Hab~

1. Engaging manner
2. Well groomed
;. Poise

4.

Wholesome physique

5. Pleasing voice

:

CouQ_nendable Work Habits and Attitudes :

1. Industrious
2.

~ense

of responsibility

3. Loves the wor•k - dec; ire to learn o.nd. irxcn•ove

4.

Has initiative

5.

Punctual

r
\I
o.
heat
and orderly

Good Health anJL.fh:vsical Ef'ficiency :
Uood physical and mental health with no outstanding
ph~elcal

defects.

ADDI'l'IONAL CONCLUSION::>

Dl~AWN

FHOM P"P.RSONAL EXP11:HIENCE

As a whole, the traits in these surveys correlate
quite well with thf.l replies from Cal:tfornia teachr:n•s and
adrninist1•ntors reported in this paper.

'lhere seems to be

considerable disparity in a fAw cases where compRrtson
of the ranking of a trait can be made.
VI/hen we attempt; to select the traits that cor•relate
with good teaching or the lack of good teaching, we find
that many of the teachers' imperfections are related to
some emotional backgrmmd.

Teachers are now beginning to

realize the part that the emotions of the teacher as well
as of the pupil play in the learning orocess.
There is a need for much more survey and study to
arrive at definite conclusions concerning,

11

V1'11at basic

personal qualities a teacher should possess."
beginning has been made.

A good
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"What criteria should be used in accepting can-

B.

didates for training? 11
~rhe

reolies to this question were q1.lite va1•iecl,

There seemed to be some

conf~sion

in the minds of the

teachers and administPators replying to the question as
to the meaning of critoria,

Many of the responses to

the question internreted criteria as concerning traits
only.
Due to the fact that most students on entering college have not matured sufficiently and have not had enough
background in experiences to develop their abilities and
personalities, it is difficult to form ex9ert opinions
to the criteria for accepting candidates for training.

DS

'l'he problem is quite significant and further studies ar•e
now being made in many California colleges,
the reolies are as follows:
1. Designate by plus or minus or to what degree

a candidate possesses each trait or personal
quality in the lists under

"A~

2. Previo'J.s r•ecor•ds from hi.~h school

lh

3. General attitude towar>d school and teroching

12

4.

Intelligence tests

7

5.
6.
7.

Pers6nality Rating Scale

6
6

Personal interview
Is teaching to be used as a stepping stone

to candidate's real ambition

!'L~

6

_____ ---,

-

----~---~----

·····

...... ·-··

___

.....___,
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8. Does she possess physical factors nece8sary

6

for a succes.sful· teacher

9. Has she interest and love for children

5

10. Has she made agreeable social contacts

5

11. Why is she

4

ent·'~ring

the profession

12. Has she done much exploratory work or had

courses with occupational observations

4

1,?. Unquestioned moral character

3

ll-l·• Aptitude 'rests

3

15. Has sbe done work, other than school, to
make contacts with society

3
I_

16. Has the candidate some

religio~s

affiliation

17. Attitude of parents towards the candidate's
selection of work

1

18. Fill out questlonnaire to secure gc-meral view1

point of candldate

19. Interest Rat:l.ng and

J~motional

Inventory Sheets

20. Ability to organize subject matter

1

1

r~HSCELLANEOUS:

1. A candidate with a "B" in scholarship is

better than an "A"

3

2. Social training designed to fit the candidate

f'or· teaching from the standpoint of his innate
qua1i ties

3.

1

Is there an understanding of the importance

of good teaching

1
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CONCVJ::)ION:::>

The

degr~e

to

w~:Ji

ch individuals possess certain

personal cr.:.ali ties should be an importiant point in
the selection of candidates.

This factor received

over twice as many points as any other factor given in
the replies.
The previous records and attitude toward school
end teaching placed high above the remaining criteria
in the list.
The

gener~l

trend in the replies also is to use

type of testing for

~orne

~election.

It seems that moral character and sorne experiencE'.ls
in the social world sho··1ld have 1•anked higher in the
list.
In addition to the above, these conclusions seem
worthy of consideration:
Because it concerns humB.n
art as well as a pPofession.

values~

teaching i::J an

Higher standax•ds of intell-

igence, culture and personality in the selection of tenchers

s~ould

be set.

The fact that the birth rate is de-

creasing will, automatically, cause the hiring of teachers
to be mor·e selective.

Yet, selective admission of stu...

dents for the first year in the teachers' colleges is a
dii'fi cult problem.

It seems to be feasible only in a

limited matmer for reasons stated at tho beginning of
ft;his

se~c·tioh;

on selection.

If there is to be a selection,

i
I

I

it should be a selective retention, redirecting those
who cannot continue successfully in the teacher trainine; progr•am.
'rhat the candidates should have high enough
intellig<~nce

to do good work on the ,junior college

level is admitted.

That the teaching field meeds

cendidates of superior intelltgence and high academic
accomplishments has not been

pl~oven.

1

Dean Pechstein

of the University of Cincinnati

says:
"Characteristics of successful teachers of little
children are much different from those of older pupils.
Candidates should oe chosen well and adjusted to a specific program adapted to their personal qualitioso

They

shonld be grounded in the psychology peculie.r to their
level of work and secure teaching appointments where that
specific .tre.ining will function."
Some program of guidance sho11ld

bt~

set up in the

junior college of evr-;ry teacher training institution.
At the end of two years, the faculty should have adequa te data to redirect the student if necessary.
w~ole

staff of the junior college sho,Qd be organized

and educated for guidance procedure.
1

'fhe

L.A. Pechstein, "Differentiating the Training of
Teahhers", .~chool and L:>oci ety, Vol.48 ,417-22,

(oct 1,1938)
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One very definite requirement for selection should
be a mastery of tool subjects.

Speech tests should be

me.de early and those with incurable defects should be
eliminated from teacher training.

Others should be given

the proper courses to correct minor defects.
The mad scramble for increased enrolments in senior
colleges should give way to selective admission requirements, carefully administered.

Here is where the student

should be redirected if she does not meet the selective
requirements for tea.ching.

CHAPTER IV
WRA'r THE TEACHR:R SHOULD KNOW ABOUT 'rHE PUPIL

"What should the teacher know about the pupil - his
nature, his growth and development, his place in society
and his varying needs?''
This question is one of the most vital in this group.
V'~e

move f1•om the sub,1ect centered school to that o:r the

pupil and his relations to the group.

Here emotions and

personalities tend t6 dominate, become equalized or become
subordinated.

The tea.cher needs to know about this indi-

vidual pupil before she can do very much in a!;sisting him
to his place in society.
Many replies came in stating,"everything possible,..
'rhere is no better answer but it is too general.
The replies are listed below as follows:
1. The pupil's heritage, home and environment

31

2. His mental capacity, development, potential-

ity and defects

29

,3. His physical growth and history, health and

defects
~-·

His lea.nings., desires, interests and a.mbi tiona

5.

Growth and development of children

27

25
17

6. Adolescent psychology

17

7. His attitude toward society and his associates

lh

8. Attainments in school and special abilities
and aptitudes

9. Experimental background, social and cultural

11
11

I

e-

!
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10. His personality factors and characteristics

8

11. Counseling and guidance of students

7

12. His emotional, aesthetic and spiritual life

6

13. Recognize individual differences in students,
both physical and mental

6

llJ.• Financial condi tiona of parents

15. His psychological development

4
4

16. Attitude of his parents toward education

3

17. Habits of the ptlpil

2

18. His

2

leisur~

time and hobbies

19. Teacher should read all .she can about child..ren.

Accept what experience shows is true and

eliminate pure theory.

2

20. Understand the different interest levels

of children

2

21. Student's previous education

1

22. Effect of modern inventions, such as radio,
movie, automobile and labor saving devices, on
the pupil

1

23. Conscious of what different agencies are
trying to do for pupil

24.

1

That each pupil is an individual entitled

to develop to the best of his ability

·1

25. Vl.'hat commands respect fr·om students without
a great deal of fear

1

26. Nutritional requirements

1

27. Attention span of different levels

1

28. That pupils are inconsistent.

One da;r they will

be angels and the next day they will be exasperating
.beyond the patience of the best teacher

l

JitiSCEI,LANEOUS .REPLIES:

1. Everything possible about all the lives of
children

17

2. The child's needs

5

?·

Talks with pupils and parents

4.

Office records

'

5.

If the child is happy in his work at school

and the work is up to standard, the pupil is
being cared for well

1

6. Opportunity of the teachE'!r to study children's
activities, interests, h8bits and needs in order
to understand how patterns of behavior are built up

7.

1

Parenthood is really the best preparation for

the understanding of pupils

B. Education of pupils is a gift like music,
art or any other outstanding ability.

1

CONCLUSIONS

'rhe compilation of this group is interesting in
that there ar•e about as many points given to the first
four on the list as the remaining twenty-i'our.

This

is r:Jll the more significant when we consider that no
list for checking was sent to the teachers for

an~

of

these questions.
Adolescent psychology, which ranked high in the
list, will be found to be a valuable study for teachers
1

of adolescent groups.

A very good book by Luella B. Cole

treats this field in a very practical manner.
'rhe knowledge of the student's lei sure time and
hobbies shou.ld receive a higher rating than it did on
the list.

Much can be learned about the pupil if we know

what he is doing outside of regular school honrs.
A knowledge of the student's previous education
received but one vote.

'rhe teacher sho 1ld know what has

been accomplished in the level or grade below so that
she may

pro~erly

integrate her work with it.

1'ha.t the teacher may a:3sist the agencies, such as
Boy Scouts, she sho.J.ld know in what clubs or other organiza.tions the pupil holdS membi')rship.
'£he pupil's emotional statt=:l or emotional maturity
did not receive very high ranking.

'l'his is a very sig-

nificant factor in the ptlpil' s ability to learn.
1 Luella B. Cole, Psychology of Adolesence.

In addition to the above, these conc1 nsions seem
wo~thy

of consideration:

The teacher can learn a great deal about pupils
by observation and participating in their play activities.
In learning about the child's background the teacher
should not give the impression that she is ,seeming to"pry".
Also, the teacher should not form conclusions too soon,
thus typing the child and p.reventing futu.re progress with
him.
In o.rder to assist in analyzing and understanding
the child.ren under he.r direction, every teacher needs a
thorough background in psycholog;.r, physiology and biology.
For comparison of the variance of teachers and mental hygienists upon the relative seriousness of several
kinds of behavior problems, excellent material has been
1
compiled by F:.K. Wickman.

1

E.K. 'Nickman, Children's Behavior.and Teachers' Attitudes,

Charts XVI-XVII, 124-125
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CHAPTER V
WHAT TECHNIQUE::> RVli;RY TEACHER SHOULJ) ACQUIHE
11

'Sha t techniques of instruction should every tea r.her

acqui:r•e to further the learning process?''
This question, evidently, was somewhat vague in the
minds of some of those teachers sending in replies.

It

was answered partly under "society" by some and under
"skills" by others.

This question and the one concerning

skills were two that were unanswered in many of the papers.
~~~here

the answer was compiled by a committee of teachers,

the question wa.s answered f'ul1y.
•rhe replies recorded are as follows:

1. How to

~timulate

the imagination, interest

and cr•eative ability of pupils, and a desire

25

to learn
2. Acquire the technique of practical psycho-

23

logical approach, not theory

3. General methods and techniques

15

4.

12

~pecific

methods and techniques

5. No particular techniques.

Each teacher

must work out own because of varied conditions

6. Mastery of subject matter

10
10

7. Planning and providing ways and means for
individual differences-

8

8. How to plan and organize a lesson assignment

6

9. How to encourage independent study & research

6

I

cc·

---------------------------:.

-·-·-

--

10. l:)chool room contvol nnd :3olution of discipline
pr•ob1ems

5

11. How to relate subject matter to life

5

12. Cultivating voice and enunciation

h
h

13. Technique of questioning

14.

r=~~~~~

!Jearn the time and place to apply the method

of' instruction

4

15.

4

Demonstration method

16. Discussional method

17.

!.

Projec~

3

method

3

18. Di r•ected study inc1 u,ding the taking of' notes

3

19. How to present the new from the outgrowth
of the old
20.

~hat

21.

~ketch

3

are proper physical room conditions
drawings for illustration

3

;

22. Use of visual methods

3

23.

3

Technique of guidance

24. Know the interests and mental capacities of
different age levels

3

25. How to apply the seven badic laws of learning

3

26. How to teach p1:lpils to think straight

3

27. How to rnake fundamental skills habitual

3

28. The use of the library

3
2

30.

Preble~

31.

More observation of

solving and associational thinking
te~ching

. so much methods and techniques

2

rather than
2

~

I

C·

h5
,32. The elimination of artificial and sugarcoated methods

2

3.3. How to plan excursions, visits, and so forth

2

3!1.. Techniques of' character building

2

35. Classroom and school organizations

2

36. How to motivate

2

37. How to secure various types of experiences

2

r.

38. Techniques depend on the t:vpe of' subject
matter to be taught

2

39. Problem method

2

lt.O.

La bora tor·y method

2

1+1• 'l'echniques of' t1'lsting

2

42.

2

Developing appreciation for the coursf?

1(3. How to wor•k

~

pupils as well as for them

1

}~. How to enrich a eiven COll!>Se Of study

1

45.
46.
47.

Technique of giving verbal instructions

1

How to adapt children to aocial environment

1

Techniques of inductive and deductive

reasoning

1

48.

1

Technique of lecture method

l1,ISCELLANEOU3 REPLri•;s:

1. Must understand children
2.

~tudy

of physi01ogy and neurology

3· Activity program

3
2
1

CONCUHHONt>
-

In tha replies to the question there seem to be
considerable grouping ar•o,_md the first 8even answers;
theri there are a great V8riety of techniques Jiven
'>''i th a few points for ee.ch.

'I'he trend is tovmrd agree-

ment on techniques centralizing ar•ound the first

S<'WAn

replies herein listed.

so much of the teacher's success depends on school
room control and discipline problems, especially during
the e(-3rly adolescent age,s, that this technique should
be r·anked near the top of the list.
If the technique of character building could be
perfected, this suggestion could be r£!nked much higher
in the list.
Al thongh the development of ap;)reciation f'or a
subject or field is a specific procedure, its irnportance
should not be minimized by its low ranking in this gl'oup.
--'

Since so much college work is dependent on the
ability to take notes in lecture courses- the secondary
school teacher shou.ld know this technique in order to
impar•t the necessary information to her pu.pils.

'.rhe

teacher should give actual experiences in note taking,
so that th . .; pupils will not be "lost" when they a ttond
lecture courses at college.

The love for children and ability to

c~eate

the

desire and lead oupils to want to .learn ia very importan t.

'l'he teacher 1:3hOltld learn the techni qi.te of

h7
securing the good will and confidence of the students.
In-.,addi tion to

t~h.e

above, the following conclusions

s(c)em wor.thy of consideration:
Techniques and methods cover so large a field in the
teacher training program that an attempt t6 cover the
whole field would seem out of place here.

A few silggest-

ions, and also findings of authorities will suffice.
There seems to be an overtraining of the
techniques and methods.
stitute for education.

tna~hel"

in

Traini.ng is good but not a subToo many teachers in the upper

levels are tGaching subjects tha.t they have had no time
to master.
Techniques should be acquired in such a manner that
they will be functional.

The teacher shou.ld a:cqu.:f.re the

methods and techniques correlating with hl')r personality.
Many a teacher finds that she has acquired many techniques
and methods during her training which do not work for her
when she goes out into the field of teaching.
Teachers sh011ld possess adequate trainlng, not only
in the techniques for teaching snb,jects, but also for
understanding the physical and mental characteristics or
her pupils.

She should know the causes of physical, men-

tal and educational disabilities, and personality maladjustments of all kinds - and the techniques for preventing or correcting these handicaps.

l
H.J. Hoke , Dean of the College of ;;'Jilliam nnc'i

Nary, states:

"Integration of the teacher's education

demands that the facts and ideas obtained from subject
matter fields be enlarged by the study of sociology,
history,and philosophy of the school.

Depth and breadth

of unders l;a nci.ing in these ba ckerounds ,si ve ve.lidi t;y in
thinking and proced 1Jres which are intelligent."
It has been suggested by

so~e

ities that techniques and ruethods be

educational author~overed

in four

courses as follows:
1. Professional integration courses such as edncati.onal

psychology, measurements, school rnanngenent, adninistration and technique of teaching
2. Professional content courses of sub,jects which the
stttdent is plannlns to teach

3. Professional laboratory courses such as ob.servation,
participation and student teaching

h.

Proofessiona.l background coul•ses including all other

materials used as professional equipment
2
Dr.D. Henryetta ~perle states that there hss been
a great amount of zeal in collecting reeor•cls in
1

:.:~chool

H.J. Hoke, "Preparation of Secondarv School Teachers",
(l!!, w.s. Gre..v, Academic and Professlone.l Preparation
of Secondary 'l'ee.chers, lL1-0

2

D.Benr:retta Sp8rle, The Case Method rrechnioue in
Professional rrraining , 66-6'8

"'
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but not enough use of them.

The fault is attributed to

the fact that teachers are inadequately

prepa~ed

in the

technique involved •. Teacher training institutions must
include these elements in traintng which will result in
the realization of guidance objectives.
In the modern school the pupil's personality, individuality and activities in and out of school must be
understood by the teacher so that she may realize the
ob,1ectives of the school in behalf of the pupil.
Dr. Sperle reconunends as follows:
1. 'rhe training teacher be

.~~iven

a larger share in work-

ing out case problems
2, During first half of the student-teaching, experience
in the writing of case p1•oblems bfl req1J.ired of all students
;. Teachers send in pl,oblems that they encmmter during
the first two years of teaching

4.

Also case studies contributed by teachers of five or

more years experience taking extension work

5.

Definite practice in writing up case

the student starts practice

oroble~s

before

te~;~ching

6, Also develop case book in professionalization of
sub.iect matter and the problems and technique courses
every three orfour :rears
That there does not seem to be enough coordination
among college instructors in teachers' colleges for the
purpose of eliminating the duplication of work, especiallY
in education courses, is suggested by several college

,,
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prof'essors.
1

According to Dr. R.G. Linder, the following courses
need more intensive and exhaustive treatment:
1. Classroom management
2. Elementary educational psychology

3. Principles of teaching
Of secondary importance are the following that.need more
sti>ess ·according to Dr Linder's suggestion:
1. Sociology
2. Tests, measurement and statistics
Additional topic suggested qy graduates and compiled
by him as valuable to teaching are:

1. Dealing with parents
2. Problem children

3· over-age pupil
L~.

How to secure a position

5.

Cooperation among school departments and interrelation

of school subjects and activities

6. Racial and national differences in people
7. Good practical first aid courses
8. Orientation course

9. How to adjust slow pupils to the group
10. Correlation of social studies
11. A study of institutions and education
1

-

-----~--

-· -··-

--·-

-------------.

----

·-·-

-----

----·
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12. Hbw to make case studies of every pupil for educational and vocational guidance purposes

13. Use of analysis
11.,.. Cla.ss room discipline

. A keen

l r·)

sense of profe8sional ethics

16. Use o!' library
17. What to expect of the puolic and school boards

r-1

!

::_

_________ -

-

-~

-----

----·-·--

--

----

-~

---

--·--

___.
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CHAPT1-t"";R VI
'NHA'r EXPgRIENCB]S
11

EVF~RY

TEACHJ<~R

SHOULD '1-IAVE

v\lhat experiences should be available to every teach-

er in training thgt he may develop instructional skill,
acquire guidance techniques, and attain insight into community and social problems?"
This question is answered partly under the first
question: "'What should the teacher know about Society?"
If the teacher is to attain insight into community and
social problems, she must have many of the experiences
i-

as suggested in the replies to the above question.
Some teachers were not clear as to the distinction
between a technique and a skill.
As will be noted, the replies tend to centralize
aroundabout twice as many points at the head of the list
a8 wer·e recorded under techniques.

Under techniques the

replies centralized around about four main points, while
under skills there are eight principal ranking points
brought out in the forepart of the list.
The replies are as follows:
1. A longer period of practice teaching under
expert supervision
.2. Experience in working with people in

community affairs

3.

29

More freedom in practice teaching for

the teacher to solve her own problems. Not
under constant supervision

25

'•·
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4.

More actual and practical classroom teach-

ing practice

20

5. Experiences in the study of industry, government, etc

20

6. Some kind of social work during or a.fter
pre cti ce tes. ching

7. Observation of experts in teaching

i-

20

17

8. Visits to social institutions such as churches,
schools, courts, jails, hospitals, clubs and
societies

9. Practice in counseling and guidance

17
13

10. Experience in other vocations besides teaching

12

11. Extensive travel if possible

10

12. Skil'l in analyzing a community as to the
school attitude

8

13. Experiences in the many extra-curricular
activities of a school

14.

7

Experiences in analyzing and utilizing com-

munity resources and possibilities

6

15. More experience in listening to educational
and inspirational lectures

5

16. Since many teachers _go to a small community
.first, practice teaching should be done in that
type-of community

5

17.· Practice teaching in several grade levels

5

18. More experience with administrative procedures

4

19. More experience with the practical teaching

load that is to be encountered
20. One year•s experience in the elementary.field

to gain

sympath~tic

understanding of the whole

learning process

4

21. RxpP-riP-nce in public playground work and
rec~ention

4

22. More equipment for the practice of skills

3
'

~~=~

23. clem:l,nar participation on the major problems
of classroom
21.~.

in~truction

Making unit plans

25. Skill in actual initiating and carrying
out plans

26. Skill in the use of scientific methods as
apnlied to school and social problems

3

27. Skill in analyzing the school systems

2

28. Actual practical experience in the subject
she 1 s to tAach

2

29.
30.

2

Participation in argumentation

i
~-----

Experience in keeping a classroom tidy Bnd

in order

31.

2

Experience of contact with psychologists and

psychiatrists

1

32. '.reachers demonstrate before classes and have
other student-teachers criticize

1

MISCELIANF.OUS H.EPLIF.::>:
1. Knowledge of the records, health sheets,

guidance sheets and the many other records kept
by the school

4
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3

2. /rdequate library for qu.:i.ck ref'e1 ences
1

3· Reading and interpr•Ating newspapers, radio
3

and speeches

4.

Eliminate required and elective courses in

educa tl on

3

5· Planning the teacher's continuous professional
grov.rth

2

6. Affiliation with educational groups

7.

1

How to look for the best in students so that
1

CONCLU3IONS
The main trend here is that there sho'1ld be a
longer period of practice teaching under expert supervision;

that this supervision should not 'be con•'>tant

but the student-teacher should be permitted to '.'fOrk
r:10Pe on her own reaponsibi.li ty in the solution of' problems;

and that an attempt sho··)ld be made to t:WKe the

practice teaching as nearly like the actual situation
as possible.
1here is also a strong trend that the student'··

teacher secure all the experiences possible in

an~

types

of' social work, vocati·::.ms and travel that will broaden
her background and assist in her

judg~ents.

Since the modern school has many extra-curricular
activities, the student's experiences in these will be
a valuable aid to her and the school.

Publl c pla.'rground and. other l'ec.rea tional experiences
we1•e suggested in only four of the r·eplles.- The tl=lacher
may not need to teach in this field, but her experiences
will se1•ve not onl_.,r as a background but will build, within herself, the proper atmosphere toward this whole field.
In other word.s, it becomes a common ground upon v1hi ch to
bt'.ild teacher-pupil relationships.
The observatton of' experts, and also the evaluation
of good and poor teaching, are valuable experiences for
the teacher in training.
Additional conclusions that seem worthy of considerat:ton:
Young teache1•.s say that, after

ho.vin~

had

sot~Je

e,x..

per·iences in actual situations of' teaching, the theories
of 't;Paching are much more meaningful.

The criticism of

a large part of our· education is that it is too far rer:·oved from its u:::;e, and consequently, does not function
in the life of the individual.

~--------

Lack of .similo.ri t.'f between trainin.g and actual
classroom situations make it difficult for the

begi~ning

teacher.
The following suggestions are offered:

1. Internship, beyond the camous, in public school
sy·sterns
2. Faculty membera prg,ctice the procedures that they
of'fer in educa t1onal courses

3.

Develop a scientifica~ly critical point of view in

the studemt
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Ll-• Colleges pl'epare the s t:,_d_ent by gi vi.ng Pl'a cti cal

exoer-:tences, al:3o give extra-curricaler act-ivit.v
exr.H'l:r•lences.
j'(any ud.I;Iini. s tra tors and teachers hold th 1l t a
t0a.cher should be given one year of probation in teAching
during which time she must prove Jv3rBelf' before she can
be finally certified.

This period of' probation to fo+l.Q!!

a ;ear spent in practice tPaching under college supervision.
1
J.F. Gonnell;v,
principal of Hydo Pa1'k High School,
Chicago, sn_ggests as f'ollovvs: "Is it desirai)le to have
for each young teacher something cO!·'iparable to the young
doctor's .Vf)F.:lr

88

an i.nterne?

WO'.l.lcl it be h8lpf'ul to the

young teachnr and -.-.,.holesome for

thc-~

:3Chool to lwve the

yl)nng teacher associated with an oldAr, rnore

~xpeJ:>ienced

tr acher .. a.~3S is ti nt_S hirn in teaching, disci :)lin:tng, keep•

ing records, participating in extra-curricular activities?
It would seem that such an internship should save the
:roung teacher from many discouragements and Bhould also
save many st-,tdents from the evils attendnnt upon poor
teaching."
Good. :r.>'3f3'.llts wo·.Ud. be dArived

fl'O'll

.:>uch a

~:;.rster:l

if the yo1mg teacher coulti be allowed to R8swne gradual
control of the whole situation.
1

J.F. Gonnelly, "Present Status o1' the Preparation of

s.

Secondary-~3chool 'rea c11erfr", (In W.
Gra;r, ~~.c~~.Jni. c
_?ro.f~~s)onal Prep~ation of :J~d~JL_.:.:~c:l!fLtll.
··

?-.12£

TAachers, VII, 132

l
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·.vhat is needed ia not more theoPetica1
bt'~a.ching,

but rnethods l•:a.l'ned on the ,job of

r::~et::wds

in

t"'ac~ling.

'i::duca tional method, management Gnd mensurement

secu1~ed

from concrete cltL::sroom Gi t 1_tations should be brought
into the teacher train:tng institutions, evaluated nnd
studied by the students.

'ro sum up, the tencher train:tnr; institutions should
:::;ive all the exptw:Lences that serve as a greatAr background for the teacher in inter-preting life to the pupils.
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r.rhe following general conclusions

rrn~l

recorumenda-

tions ere drawn .from the preceding chapters in this
survey of tPacher trainlng.
1. Through actual contact::: with society by weans o.f

occunation in H0me

vocat~on

or participation in some

welfare work, the student-teachAr

~ill

gain exp8riences

that will assist her in the proper interpretation of
society to the pupils.
2. IJ.'he collAge, it;:;0lf, sh0'1ld Ol'ovide as pmn;r soc:Lel

exoeriences

3.

BG

possible.

rrhe stnd,v of' economics,

sociology, history,

Ame~ican

in:portRnt for the basic

ooliti~nl hi~{tor·.'T

a!'ld science,

and world civiliz»tian are

undr~rstanding

of sod.At:r.

current literature relating to 0ach of the

a~ove

Also,
is

recornmen.ded.
1-t • .::>:tnce the f'andl:y is the basis of soclet.:r, a ::;epara te;

thorough study in this .field sho1Qd be a part of every
student•s training.

5. 'fhe study of society is good, but it should also
include experiences in society.

6. The teacher needs to r·ead many books and C\.J_rrent magazines to secure a

b~llanced

interpretation of society.

6o

7 •. The teacher should have a thorough understanding of
the place 1 aims, organization, justificatton, philosophies, problems o.nd development of the school.

rrhese

are a part of her basic backgro1md in her orientation to
the teaching field.

8. The teacher sho :.1ld be a ·'Jle to co opera l;e in evaluating, planning and making a school curriculum.

She

shollld be conversant \Vith the many extra-curricular act1.vities in the modern school.

9. A grmeral background of school law and finance are
necessary for every teacher.
10. Single traits or

persona~

qualities are not so

import~

ant as the proper combination 1 harmonization and integration of traits.
11. The teacher sho'.lld rank high in the broad fields

of desirable social qualities, diversified intorests,
desirable temperamental traits, good work habits and
attitudes.

Above all, she should hnve good nhy:'Ji cal nnd

mental henlth.

A check-up evf!ry two or three ,enrs on

the ohvsical and mental health of every tea0her would tend
to decrease, and eventually eliminate, the poor emotional
stnte of many nupils.

It would also tend to eli111inate

the derogatory criticisms of the teachers and school by
the patrons in the community.

12. Good ,judgment, tolerance, sincerity Rnd fed rness

correlate very high 1;:tt.h S!lCcessful teac 1ling.
may be added the ability to make
call this a person'i 1 qur:tl:t t:v.
ln:::~

:v~r;::o~1~1li.ty

explanatio~s

•ro these
if we may

Of CO'J.rse, a good teach-

fol' that particular lev81 of t<"laching

is an outstanding quality.
13. The $elective

a&nil.:!~3ion

of st;1dents to the teacher

training institutions seems feasible only to a limited
extent.

'rhe nersonali ty Etnd baclq?;ro··md of the ·ntn<'lent

hPs not, at bhe time of entrance,sufficiently develoued

to make ·the selection fair.

There are certain definite

requirements in the skilled s1ibj ects.

'rhere are also

certain extreme phy·sical and :.t<-mtal chnl·netdrist:tcs thnt
could be Uded for r•ej ection at this tlwe.

If the1•e is

to be a gr:mAPal ac::lection, it should be ::-;elBcti ve retention for training.

those students found not SlJ.itnble

fox- teacher training at the end of the junlot> college
co·,_n>se should be red:lrected into other fields of endeavor.

14.

To make the program of selection po!3siole, the whole

s taf~f of the junior cell ege shou.ld bf'l educa ced 'c'.nd organized ror guidance procedure.

15.

F'or an understanding of the pupil, the tf"s.cher

should know, as completely as practical, his personal,
social, school, health, home and environment history.
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lo. 'rhe teacher should be aware of the pupil':3 interests,
des:Lres, ambitions, potential! ties and general ntti tudes.
~any

pupils continue to fail in their work because they

ar•e never· given an o ~:;portuni ty to show achievel!lent in

some field.

Sollle type of achievement, even ti1ough it be

a. small th.i.ng, has a

tendenc~v

to spread toward mastery

in aome other field.

17.

:B1 0r

it is

b~ckg:r-ound

nece~sary

in the

undt~rstanding

of the student,

for the teacher to hnve n thorough under-

standing of adolescent psychology,physiology and biology.
Also, e. study of emotion:3 and er:1otional maturity ·.-:111 be
found quite valuable.
()
1 o.

~Hnce

successful teaching techniques ar•(3 oftr"n an

ind.ividual matter, the teacher sho11ld study

aev~ral

sev-

Aral kinds.

19. Overtraining in techniques is no substitute for• nn
education.
the

General bD.clcgrou.nd is of great importance in

t,~!llCh\..;rta

ing what to

:i.nterpretation of :::ociety to the pupil.

tea~h

is inseparable from knowing

ho~

to

Knowte~ch.

20. There is no Si.J.bstitute for coroplete master•y of the
sub.iect to b(:: taught.

21. In order to

~~l:Lmina te

overlapping, duplication, and

also to clArify the boundaries of education coul'ses, college
instructors should submit, to a committee, an outline of
unit, purposes,

ob.iect:tves~

resdings and additional conm1ents.
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This should be kept on file in a central place so as to
be available to students, intructo.t>s and tt?achers in the
field.
22. A course in educntional and vocatlonal guidance
sho11ld be a requirement for every teacher in the upper
grade levels.

The teacher in training should have more

actual experience in working out case problems.

23.

The primary function o:f the teEtcherst college should

be to help the student develop capacities for intellectual
and social leadership.

To accomplish this, the student

should be a member of a cooperating group composed of the
students and faculty.

24.

Basic methods and techniques should be secured from

the teachers in the field and brought into the college
f'or evaluation and study.

25.

the courses in

~istory

of education need to be taught

on an entirely different basis than at present, if the
objectives are to function in the lives And INorl< of the
teachers.

26. In order that the teacher college curriculum be more
f'unctional, there should be more practical material, more
emphasis on social and economic problems, more cultural
contacts and a greater development of the philosophy of
education and life.
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27 • Make the tra.ining situation as

I

I
.

tical situation as possible.

n~arly

like the pre.c-

The period should be longer

with some type of' training interneship following the
practice

teachi~g

period.

This could be worked out by a

committee consisting of heads of college educational departments and administrators in the field.

28. 'lne teacher needs some experience before she can fully
understand the significance of educational theories.

These

courses are given over a short period and, consequently
do not function in the work of the teacher.

If the teacher

could continue her courses in education during the period
of lnterneship and At least one year thereafter, techniques
and methods would .function in her particular teaching situation.

29.

The teacher should have a greater familiarity with

national and world affairs.

The most ir:r9ortant functions

of education are the interpretation of life, end the development of character and spirit.

30.

Teach~rs

niques

shot~d

of greater skill, tmderstanding and techbe placed over children in the first few

years of their schooling.

This should be done in order

that the children may develop the proper mental, .social,
emotional and physical characteristics.

Thus, many of

the problems that are carried into the upper levels in
education will be eliminated.

.31. 'rhe .Junior High, decondary and .Junior College nAed
t··achers ·;.;ith sou.nd scholarship, a cultural br-tckground,
professional interests, and understandings and controls.
!teal teacher-training must be functiont'll in the
work of the teacher.

Confucius taught that,

without thought is labor lost;

11

Leal~ning

thought witho11t learning

=~~=

'

!

is pr::ri lous.

11

Greeting his p'.xoll s a schoolmaster asked:

''lJha t

How ~3hall

would you 1 earn of me? 11

And the reply came:

we care for our boaies?

How shall we rear our children?

How shall we work together?
fellow men?
live?"

11

11

How shall we live with our

How shall we play?

For what ends shall we

And the teacher pondered these words, anc~ sox>l"'OW

wns in his heart, for his own learning touched not these

1

t::,_ings."

1

Chapman and counts, Princi:eles of l'"!_duq__a tion, flyleaf
facing title page
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APPENDIX A

The following napers are samples of compo:::d te repl:i AS fr•om each .Tn.nior
tr-cachers in

respon~~e

~~igh,

::>econdal'Y and .Tunior College

to the questions ':>ent out by

Dr. Clement of' the California :::>ta tf~ Dep:·,r·t;·a(=mt of ere(Jentl8ls:

JUNIOR _-~UGH

I

A. Teachers

sho1~d

Society

have

kno~ledge

i

and 8ane vieW of social

I

trends.
1. General · Ba cktsrot:r!1d

a.

Backgro~nd

of history and trnditions.

b. t>iew informa.tion and :ld.eas gnlned thro1:tgh r·ePcl-

ing, travAl or contacts v1ith neon1e in vnrj_o,,s
walks of life.

c. rrra:lning in

II

Cri ti cal-i;:indedness" or the nb:i.li ty

to be a,:,one; the first to see the serio'tS ::;pot:3
in society's struggle.
d. Training in int0rpreting the new Rnd measuring
consequences for the future.
2. Specific Subjects
a. History and current international relations.
b. Economics including consumer evaluatlng.
c. Political seience.

' ------
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d. Sociology including criminology.
e. Ethics and character education with er1phasis
on social and spiritual values.
f. Psychology
?.Problems
a. Ii'!odern trends in

gov~rnrnent,

d~~nocracy,

facism,

and communism.
b. Changing social ideals and economic doctrines.
c. Peace and its in!plications in a

d.~mocracy.

d. Labor groups and social struct11re.
e. Adjustments of social institutions to inventions.
f. Development of social responsibility.
g. Defiance of law.
h. Irresponsibility in regard to traffic and its
regulations.
i. Unbridled liberty resulting in degrading internperance.
j. Poverty, unemployment and relief.

!,_.Materials
a. He search Corrnni ttee on Social rrrt?nds
Recent Social Trends
McGraw-Hill Book Bompany 1933
b. Kilpatrick,W.H.--hducation for a Changing Ci.vilization - MacMillan Company

1926

c. Rugg,Harold --Introduction to Problems of American Culture
Ginn and Company
d. Up to date books and magazines dealing with social :oroblems.

II

'l'he School

A. School
1. The teacher sho·!.lld know

a. iihn t constitutes good ph,rsi cal conditions for
the child (proper J.i:.~hting, temperat,;trA, humid...
ity, and ventilation)
b. The ideal size ar1d equipment for a alassroom
for her subject.
c. dtandards of use and value for the equipment
and supplies.
B. Purpose
1.

~1e

teacher should

a. Know the purpose of theArnerican Public

~chool

and the history of the major enlargHments of
that purpose.
b. Understand the objectives of democracy.
c. Be trained in habits and skills necessary to
transfer the seven cardinal object~ves from
paper into the lives of her pupils.
C. CuJ:•ri cul urn
1. The teacher should

a. Be trained in curriculum construction and should
understand the objectives of the curriculum of
her major and minor fields in order that she may
assist in the revisions and construction of the
curri cul urn.
b. Do research in methods of teaching and developing
skills.

..
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c. Be well enough qualified to choose books she
wishes to recommend.
d. Be familiar with the possibilities of extra.curricular activities.
D. Development
1. In order that she may. appreciate the school of today and the reaction of some of her patrons to it, she
a. Should be familiar with the traditional concepts
of the school as they have changed with 'the changing times.

i
I

b. Should be familiar with the various plans (such

I
i

as the

6-3-3,

and8~4, etc.} and the major move-

ments in education and know the adYantage and
disadvantages of

~ach.

E. Present Organization
1. 'lbe teacher
a. Should understand and ar;mreciate the place of the
school in the changing American Culture of' today
and the future.
b. Should be familiar with the reAsons for recent
changes in orge.nization, curricuhun and methods.
c. Should realize the contributions of the school
, to the child, to the adult, and to the community.
d.

~hO'Jld

study taxatlon problems, know the economic

values of the school, and something of school
finances.

f-
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F. Changes
1. The tencher should familiarize herself with local,

state and national problems in education and should
see the relation of our educational aims to the
ob,jectives of democracy.

Bhe should realize that

society is constantly changing its ideas of what is
worth ten cl1ing and how it should be done and that
instruction must be adjusted to social needs.
III

The rreacher

A. Basic innate personal qualities every tee.cher should
possess,
1. Good physical health and vigor.

2, Good mental health and vigor.

3·

BJ.notional stability.

B. Criteria which should be used as a basj_ s in accepting
candidates for teaching
1. Integrity and sincerity

2. Interest in and sympathy with child1•en

3. Enthusiasm and optimism

4.

Initiative and resourcefulness

5. Patience
6. Perseverance

7.

Adaptability

8. Sense of humor

9.

~ense

of justice

10. General appearance
11. Personal habits
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12. Volce
13. Poise
ll~.

Abili t,v to cooperate

15. Loyalty

r--::-

16. Industry
17. :Accuracy
I

18. Promptness

19. Socl al culture

c.

Bubjects, topics and problems which are considered
essential in the professional preparation of the
secondary tencher.
1. Mental hygiene
2, dchoolroom hygiene

a. Lighting.

3·

ventilation, etc.

Physiology and health progeam
a. Care of the e;es
b. Care of the teeth
(We recommend a ban on smoking for the teach.Ar)

4·.

Better background on general subjects taught in schools

5.

General cultural education
a. Emphasis on use of good English
(1) Modern acceptance of slang regrettable
(2) Mastery of spelling needed

6. Etiquette and social culture.

7.

Parent education and home life problems.

. ..
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IV

The Pupil

A. His Nature
1. A knowledge of his environment (physical and social)
and ea:c>ly training.
2. His heredity.

3· Normal, abnormal, delinquent.

4.

Int~overt

or extrovert.

5. A child's capacity for growth (physical, mental,
social and emotional).

6. Adjustments necessary into the physical and social.
1, His emotional drives.

H. His behavior pattPrns.

9. His dependence upon intelligence as he grows older.
10, Delinquency a child's attempt to adjuet.
B. His Growth and Development
1. Uharacteristics of adolescents. (Physical, mental,

moral and religious, emotional.)
2. Adolescent personality.

3. •resting.

4.

Understending of maladjustments before attempting
to correct them.

5. Knowledge of physical conditions causing maladjustments.

6. Knowledge of mental diseases.

7. Opportunities for Junior High School students to
''explore".

8. How to find the realcause of an excessive emotional
reaction.
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9. ·r,hat is

~Jack

of daydreams and how to use them

effectively.
10. How to deal with fears.
11. Understanding of social hygiene.

12. hqual opportunity for under-privileged (welfare)
children.

13. Full development of capacities in order to cover up
any physical handicap.

14.

How to substitute healthful outlets for morbid
anxiety.

15. A study of vocational opportunities.
16. How to develop a child's appreciation of life.

c.

His Place in Society
1.

Infl~ences

of

~ocial-Economic

conditions on the child.

2. Knowledge of how to give a child a breadth of social
contacts helpful in laying a foundation for wholesome social life.

3.

'fhe

4.

Integration of school and community life.

5.

How to make every child feel he•s

~chool

Community

e~sential

to the

happiness of others.

6. Show the child that society is a

coooera 1 ~ive

scheme

requiring the participation of all. (Failure to
participate brings personal loss.)

7. Guidance. (Avocational, Vocational, t!ealth,i\Iora.l)
8. How to discover how a. child learned his
tendencies. (How to deal with

them)~

~msocial
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9.

~tudy

and organization of Youth Movements.
The

V

Nature of Learning

A. Techniques of instruction which every teacher should
acquire to further the learning oro cess.
1. Problem method technique
2. Project

3 • .Socialized

4•

.H.eci ta tion method: Question, assignment, study

5. Drill

6. Demonstration

:-

'7. Laboratory
8 •. Excursl ons

9. Visual Education helps
.
10. 'rechnique of developing appreciation

11. Technique of developing self-activity
12. Technique of standsrdized tests

VI

Skills

A. Experiences which should be available to every teacher
in training in order that he may
1. Develop instructional skill
a. Observation and participation in classroom before
beginning

pr~ctice

teRching.

b. Practice teaching in more than one grade
2. Acquire guidance technique
a. Courses in psychology, Growth and Development
of the Child and Mental Hygiene.
b. Contact with experienced psychologists, social

workers, and psychiatrists.
c. Experience in observing, home visitation, class
discussion of an assigned case.

3. Attain insight into community and social problems•
a. Classes in sociology
b.

Study of' some parti culal' community
(1) Transient problems
(2) .ti'orei gn born population

(3) Unemployment

<4>

iielief agencies

(5) Industries
(6) Schools
(7) Hospitals
(8) Clinics
(9) Libraries
(10) Hecreational opportunitiec
( 11) Churches
c.

':J.' aking

part in civic organizations

d. •raking active part in school affairs thereby
coming in contact with various organizations
such as political clubs.
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SENIOR HIGH
PkOFTi:SSIONAL PRF;PAHA'l'ION 014, .-;ECONDARY SCHOOL TTi:ACH'F:RS

1.

V~hat

should every teacher know about society, its mod-

ern trends and its educational implications?
A. Before or along with specialization in his particular field, a prospective teacher should have a
broad cultural background derived .from courses and
experiences that would include the following points:
1. Knowledge of the cultural heritage, or history

o:t' civilization.

2. Understanding of the composition of society and
the nature and cause of social changes such as
those brought about by science and invention.
). Understanding of the major social

proble~s

of

the day.

4.

Und('lrstandi ng of modern social trends and their
educational i mpli ce t tons.

5.

Knowle~ge

ofthe aims, purposes and functions of

our democracy, and acquaintance with other forms
of political organization.

6. Understanding of the rights of the individual
and his corresponding responsibilities in a
democratic

7.

society.

Knowledge of the means through which public
opinion is fonned.

B.A .. prospective teacher sho11ld be familiar with the
current thought of the best minds in the field.
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The following is

list of books which are now avail-

g

able for interpreting society and
person

~~ocial

trained for teaching.

b~ing

t.t·ends to a

Time aill oroduce

others and doubtless ·nlll render some of the;:;e obsolete.
Author

Publisher

Adami c, Loni s

D;rnamite

Vildng .PI'ess, 1931.~

Benjamin, Harold

Education for Social

'rhe A111er•.

Co::1tr•ol
Beard, Charles

AcR.c~eny

of Pol. & C>oc.
Jcience, 1935

Economic Interpreta-

1\Iacmillan, 1935

tion of U.S.A. Const.
Boar'd,

Ch:-~ rlf~

s

0

:·~c

1\·iary
Beard, Chnrles
Mary

'Ehe Open Door at Home

l~Ta.cmillan,

193h

Lln cmillo.n,

1933

(Immigration)
:~

Hi::~e

of

Ame~rican

Giv-

ilization
The Bible

Univ. of Chicago
9ress, 1935

Chase, .:)tuart

Rich Land, Poor Land

McGraw, 19.36

Co,.mts, George

'rhe Social .b,ounda tions

.Jeri bners, 19.3h

of Education
Counts, George

'l'he Anerican Rond

Day, 1930

to Culture
Curti, lllarle

::>ocial lcteas of Amer-

::>cr•i bners, 1935

ican Education
Dewey, John

Democracy and Ed1J.Cation Macmillan, 1916

Doughten, Isaac

Mod~rn

Hsrt, Joseph K.

t Social Internretation Holt, 1929

Public Education Appleton-Century

of Education
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Ki 1 pa tri ck, "v'im.

Education for a Chang- Macmillan,1927
ing Civilization

Nat .Ed. Assn.

Year Book of Dept.

Nat.Ed.Assn.

Superintendence
Nat.Ed.Assn.

Social Change in li:d.
SupAt•intendence

Nt.Ed.Assn.
1935

Yr. Bk. 1:?
Niebuhr,Reinhold

rtetlections on the

::;cribner,l934

n:nd of an Era
Pres. Research Com. Recent Social Trends

McGraw, . 1935

on Social Trends
Rugg, Harold

r

American Life and

Ginn, 1936

the School Curriculum
Schorling

&

Education and Social
Trends

McCluskey

World Book
1936

Washburn, L.C.

Remakers of Mankind

Reyna1,1932

Webb, Sidney &

Soviet Communism

Scribner, 1936

Beatrice

e5p. Chap. II

Wells, Herbert

Autobiography

Macmillan,l934

II. What should every teacher know about the school, its
purpose, its development, its changes, its curriculum and its p1•esent organization?
A. A teacher should have a thorough knowledge of the
following factors in the institutional development
of education:
1. Philosop·nies of education u.pon which schools
are based in different countries of the world.

..
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2. Purposes and functions of the school in the
United

~tates

as embodied in the .seven Car-

dinal Principles. (Health, command of fundamental processes, worthy home membArship,
citizenship, vocations, worthy use of leisure
time, ethical character.)

3·

History of the development of education in the
United States from the education of the few to
the education of the many, the growth of the
puoli c school system and the cor•responding
changes in curriculum· content.

4.

Organization of the school
a. The a&ninistration and its functions
b. The f'ac·11lty and its functions

c. The student body organization Rnd the way
it ope.r•ates.

5.

Curriculum of the school
a. Principles of curriculum bu.ilding
b. Schools of curriculum thought.
c. '.rrends and tendencies in modern curri cul urn
making.

6.

Support and regu1ation of the sc.hool in California, and laws governing taxation and means
of apportioning money to th& schools.

7. Forces Which seek to control the school.

B.

Rights and responsibilities of the teacher

:-
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B. For these purposes the .following types of' books
would be needed:
1. History of education
2. Educational psychology

3· t£ducat:t.onal sociology
}_~.

J.~ducati onnl

5.

~chool

philosophy

administration

6. Curriculum principles and orActices
III. 'Nhat basic personal qualities shonld evnry teacher
possess?

Jhat criteria should be

u~ed

in accept-

ing candidates for training?

A. Every teacher should

B. These qualities may

poss$ss the following

be judged by the

basic personal Qualities:

following criteria:

Physical health • • • • • •

Physical exnmination

r --

or health certificate
Personal appearance
:·.·~en tal

heal th

Healthy social experience
and backgr>o1md

Wholesome integrated

.......

personality

More than average intellGeneral education

igence.

with more than aver-

Intellectual honesty
and ctiriosity

...

•

•

•

age achievement.

"R:nthusi asm
Ingenuity •

........

Tolerance
Discretion

.........

Leadership
Good jud~rnent and
apureciation of' fitness of things.
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Adaptability • • • •

o

•

•

•

Ability to work with
others.

Ability to

follow directions.
Interest in society and • • • Participation in communi ty and

social justice

,g

chool

or8Et,liznt~~ons

for

betterment of social
ends.
Interest in adolescent
youth •

......

. . . . . Participation in youth's
organizations nnd
acti viti es.

Professor Paul 8horey said that the sole qualifications
of a good teacher are "Know your stuff and be alive."
IV. What should every

teache1~

know about the '9llOil, his

na.ture, his growth and development, his place in
society and hiH varying neerts?
A. The teacher sho·,ld have an und0:'3tanding of' the
following fa

cto1~s

which en tAr into Lhe b'.tilcling

of youth:
1. Growth and development of the child.
2. Adolescent psychology.

3·

Nature of individual differences.

1~. Influence of home conditions.

5·

Ef.@ect of such modern inventions as radio,
movie, automobile, and labor-saving devices.

L

...

B. 'l'he teacher should have some knowledgr-J of conscious
efforts to direct child develooment such as
1. Youth building agencies (Y.M.C.A., Y.W.C.A.,

Boy Scouts, etc)
2. Health and rehabilitation

ag·-~ncies

3. Psychological testing and guidance

4.
5.
V.

Legislation for p:t•otection of· •IOl.tth
Leisure time activities.

What techniques of instruction sho1.1.ld evoPy teacher
acquire in ord0r to further the learning

p~ocess?
i-

A, l!.very teacher should know how to organi?:e classroom experiences

by

1, Planning the 'Nork so that it

repre8ent~3

a pro-

gre,clsi ve ascension from one 8tage of .t.';:t•owth to
another (curriculum building)
2. Motivating the work so that pupils identify
themselves with 1 t by I'ec,ogn:i.zing its worth
and significance.

3·

Providing ways and means for taking care of
individual differences.

B.

~very

teacher should know how to present.

r:.~lA

cl[l 13S-

room experiences by
1. APplying in proper plPce and time the different

methods of instruction (project method, visual
aids, etc)
2. Applying the laws of learning
q. :::>ensoi'y-motor learning whi.ch is related to
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perception snd skills
b. Associative learning, or memory .

c. Problem solving, or• reflective thinking
d. Appreciation, or development of attitudes and
ideal~.

c.

Every teacher should know how to apply in the

class~

room such specific techniques as

!
=~~=~

1. Maintenance of proper physical conditions
2, Maintenance of social decorum and favorable

emotional conditions

.3. Less on assignment

4.

Pre~entation

of the new as an outgrowth of the

old

5•

''I
v1or k

b.

Directed study (note

,

study, and socialized periods
t~Fdng,

etc)

? • Discuss :ton
d. Question e.nd answer

9. Effective drill and repetition
10. Testing
11. Encouragement of initiative and independent

study
12. Stimulation of the imagination and creative

activity
1.3. Use of the library
1.4.. Use of visual materials

15.

Use of educational excursions, visits, etc.
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VI. ';\'hat experiences should be available to every teacher
in training in order that he may develo.p ins tr1lCtional
skill, acquire guidance techniques, and attain insight
into community and social problems?
A. Every teacher in training should have the following
specialized educational experiences:
1. Training in effective use of the voice

2. Participation in a seminar on the ma,ior problems of classroom instruction

3·

Participation in curriculum building

B. Rvery teacher in training should have the following experiences in a secondary school:

1. A longer period of practice teaching
2. Opportunity to teach more than one class in
order to experience more nearly a full teach:t.ng load.

3· Practice in co,J.nseling and home visito.t:i.oli
l-1-. Opportunity to observe experts handle problems
of instr1wt:ton and guidance

5.

Experience with administrative procedures.

c. lwery
ing

t; ea cher

in training should hHve the follow-

e~tra-curricular

experiences:

1. Practice in the supervision of non-classroom

acti viti es
2. Participation in carnnus and community activities
3~

Wide reading experience through facilities made
available by the training school, accompanied
by guidance in the use of those facilities

L
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4.

Opport,mi ty to attend cultural p1•ograms made
available by the training school

5.

Experl ence iri earning a living for a <1efini te
per:i.od in some field other than teac j_ng.
(Thi~

is a sUggestion only.)
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A. Society

JUNIOR

COLLE([)~

1. What should ever>y teacher lcnow .•af>out society, its

modern trends ru1d its educational functions?
Every teacher should have clear insight into the
degree in which contemporary social trends influence
a child's behavior.

To cultivate this, it would seem

that teachers should acqui.re definite knowledge as to
the static social conditions of this country and of
the impending social movement and change.
Above all, the teiJcher shollld be 'nade to rP,allze
that learning is continuous, not a matter of classroom only, and that quite as much is learned in social
contacts outside of school.

Particularly, then, should

a teacher know the morals, habits, ambitions, and
social limitations of the group in which he is to become a leader.
2. What books or types of books should be used to give
the background of social conditions and social change?
Very good use can be made of such publications
as "Current History", "Reader's Digest", "AmePican
Mercury", etc.
B. The Schoo 1

1. What should every teacher know about the school, its purpose, its development, its changes, its curriculum, and its present organization?
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Every teacher should have thorough grounding in
"History of

lt~ducation".

Then - if one enters a strictly academic, scholastically minded situation, he need not know much beyond his
own subject matter field, and the limitations placed upon his teaching it will be few.
However, in a school where the curriculum is compounded on the basis of the nol"e modern tl"ends in education, the teachel" should have his hand on the pulse of
the whole institution.

Aims, methods, machinel"y, admin-

istl"ation, should each and all, be his concel"n.

The

training of teachers entering the school of the pl"esent
embl"aces a much wide!> founding in each of these fields
than did that of the teachel" of twenty yeal"s back.
In ordel" that the whole s;rstem shall be unified in
purpose and :31J.ccessful in results, each unit of its staff
must be in full cognizance and accord with each othel"
unlt.

c.

rrhe Teacher

1. What basic innate personal qualities should every
teachel" possess?
a. Sympathy fol' and adaptability to the child's
point of view
b. Should be an extl"oVel"t, at least in his dealings w1 th students, interested pl"imarily in
their welfal"e and advancement
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c. Must have patience and to spare
d. Must be scrupulously just and fgir-minded
e, A cheerful personality is a

re~tisite

essential

f. Must emphasize personal neatness and cleanliness
g. Promptness and efficiency in carryin13; oqt
dnties is important

'

=~-==--~--

h. Good health is a primary consideration
i. ;:)hould be cooperative and imbued with initiative
2.

1f~hat

criteria sho,tld be used in accepting candidates

for tr•aining?
a. A proven desire to enter teaching as a profession because of .the love of teaching and
not for a means of putting in time until
future employment.
b. Should be possessed of a good constitution
and be in good health
c. Above average in intelligence
d. Should show ability to suspend judgment and
consider all sides of a question.
be

determi~ed

(Could

by thorough personality rating

tests)
e. Sho1ld present a fine personal appearance
and be well groomed.
f. Sho··lld have made previous, ag.reeable 1 social
and guidance contacts with

youn~

people.
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7. Must have a fine basis in subject mattf3r fields

B. Preferably,

sho1~d

have travel experience

D. The Pupil
1. Vvhat should every teacher know about the ptlpil,-

his nature, his growth and development, his olHce
in society, and his varying needs?
=~~=~=

Everything he can a~similate and record for reference.

Use of school record sheets of individual pupils

is one way of obtaining material.

Private and confident-

ial talks with parents and even with the pupils themselves,
if wisely handled, should be of grAat benefit towards a
mutual understanding between tea6her and
1~.

tho~e

taught.

The Nature of Learning

1. What techniques of instruction should evl"lry teacher
acq_,lire to further the learning pl'ocess?
Any which are currently accepted as the best methods of promoting this learning.
placed, however, on the

:rp·o~

Emphasis sh011ld be
worth of these methods

before they are put into practice.

In this connection

it is doubly iwportant to stress upon teachers that
their methods must necessarily change with change in
pupil personnel and school location.
A basic technique, not to be overlooked, is that
of learning with the pupil - by personal application
and example·, keeping interest "ligh.

'
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F. Skills
1. Yvha t experiences should be available to. every te[l.cher

in training in order that he may develop instructional skill, acquire guidance techniques, and attain
insight into community and .:1ocial pi•oblerns?
a. Practice teac11ing is excellent, of course
b. It should be tempered with "practice watching" observation of the skill of older, more exnerienced
workers, as they handle their everyday classroom
problems.

c. Visiting various systems to note different techniques in operation, is important.

A comoarison of

methods sheds a lot of light.
d. 'rhese te:.:tchers to be sho1:tld have access to the
records of some school.

Let them learn, firsthand

of I.Q. ratings, various teacher devised personalit.¥' ratings of pupils, health sheets, and other
data which a school gathers about its p11pils.
e. Entrance into community Theater and recreation
work with pupils rtnd pRrents, is valuable training.
G. Other

Co~nents

Tea~her

training, especially for

hi,r~her

grades and

secondary level should be given after, and in addition to, the bachelor•s degree.

Train

tea~hers

to

the extent of doctors and lawyers (seven years at
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the least, after high school)

and watch the rise

in standards of the school systems and the parallel rise of teaching as a worthy and influential
profession.

